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Few studies have investigated the spatial clustering of multiple health-related resources. We

constructed 0.5 mile kernel densities of resources for census areas in New York City, NY (n¼819

block groups), Baltimore, MD (n¼737), and Winston-Salem, NC (n¼169). Three of the four resource

densities (supermarkets/produce stores, retail areas, and recreational facilities) tended to be correlated

with each other, whereas park density was less consistently and sometimes negatively correlated with

others. Blacks were more likely to live in block groups with multiple low resource densities. Spatial

regression models showed that block groups with higher proportions of black residents tended to have

lower supermarket/produce, retail, and recreational facility densities, although these associations did

not always achieve statistical significance. A measure that combined local and neighboring block group

racial composition was often a stronger predictor of resources than the local measure alone. Overall, our

results from three diverse U.S. cities show that health-related resources are not randomly distributed

across space and that disadvantage in multiple domains often clusters with residential racial patterning.

& 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A growing body of public health research examines how
health-related behaviors, such as diet and physical activity, are
associated with features of the built environments in which
people live, work, and play (Berrigan and Troiano, 2002;
Brownson et al., 2005; French et al., 2001; Stafford et al., 2007).
Specific health-related environmental features that are commonly
investigated include the presence of supermarkets (Moore and
Diez Roux, 2006; Zenk et al., 2005), parks and recreational
facilities (Diez Roux et al., 2007), and features related to the
walkability of the environment, such as the presence of nearby
destinations, connectedness of streets, and a mix of different land
uses (Saelens and Handy, 2008; Saelens et al., 2003). Studies have
also shown that these types of features are spatially related to
sociodemographic characteristics of the area, such as race and
ethnicity. Previous research has found that areas with larger
minority populations have stores with poorer quality produce
(Zenk et al., 2006), low or no access to stores that sell healthy food
(Moore and Diez Roux, 2006; Zenk et al., 2005; Galvez et al., 2008;
ll rights reserved.

x: +1 734 763 5706.

).
Morland and Filomena, 2007; Morland et al., 2002; Baker et al.,
2006; Powell et al., 2007), disproportionately higher access to fast
food restaurants (Kwate, 2008; Burns and Inglis, 2007), and fewer
recreational facilities (Moore et al., 2008; Gordon-Larsen et al.,
2006; Powell et al., 2006). This spatial inequality in health-related
resources could be a contributing factor to racial and ethnic
inequalities in health outcomes.

Parallel to this public health research, a body of research in
urban planning examines patterning of area-level factors that are
related to individual economic success. Historic residential racial
segregation, along with a spatial distribution of jobs, affordable
housing, and public transportation networks, greatly affects the
ability of people to find and keep employment and housing. The
spatial patterning of these types of factors creates a ‘‘geography of
opportunity,’’ such that individual economic success is associated
with exposure to local opportunities (De Souza Briggs, 2005;
Rosenbaumet al., 2002).

We hypothesize that just as the spatial clustering of jobs
and housing define the geography of opportunity, the spatial
clustering of health-related resources creates a ‘‘geography of
health opportunity.’’ In low health opportunity areas, the lack of
multiple health-related features may have synergistic effects on
health outcomes. Moreover, residents of these areas may be
more likely to have individual-level disadvantages, creating the
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potential for even greater combined health effects. Understanding
the geographic distribution and predictors of health opportu-
nities, as well as their health consequences, could inform policy
interventions.

To our knowledge, the collective spatial clustering of health-
related resources and its association with area-level race/
ethnicity have not been examined in U.S. settings. Previous
research has examined these health-related resources separately
(Moore and Diez Roux, 2006; Zenk et al., 2006; Moore et al., 2008)
or in other countries (Pearce et al., 2006; Witten et al., 2003). We
focused on multiple resources that have been linked to health-
related behaviors: supermarkets and produce stores, parks and
recreational facilities, and retail areas as walking destinations.
Using data collected from three diverse American cities, we
examined the spatial clustering of these resources in each city.
In addition, in order to study how residential segregation
was associated with the clustering of resources and health
opportunities, we also investigated associations of health oppo-
rtunities with the race/ethnic composition of the local and the
surrounding areas.
2. Methods

Three sites from the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis
(MESA) Neighborhood Study are the focus of this analysis—

Baltimore, MD (737 block groups in the metropolitan area); New
York City, NY (819 block groups in Northern Manhattan and the
Bronx); and Winston-Salem, NC (169 block groups in the
metropolitan area). These analyses examined race/ethnic data
from the 2000 US Census and densities of four health-related
resources, the locations of which were collected for the MESA
Neighborhood Study: (1) supermarkets/produce stores; (2) re-
creational facilities; (3) parks; and (4) retail areas. These resources
were selected because they commonly appear in the literature
and have been linked to healthy behaviors. The number of block
groups analyzed at each site was the contiguous area for which
we could obtain locations of health-related resources, after
accounting for the 0.5 mile buffer described below.

Information on locations and types of food stores was
purchased in 2003 from InfoUSA (Papillion, Nebraska), a proprie-
tary information service. Supermarkets were identified by select-
ing stores with recognizable chain name or more than 50
employees from all stores with standard industrial classification
(SIC) codes 541101 and 541104–541106. Produce markets were
defined by SIC codes (543101–543103, 549933). This analysis
considered these two store types as a single type of resource likely
to offer a variety of healthy foods. The decision to examine
supermarkets and produce markets is supported by previous
research suggesting a link between the presence of these types of
stores and healthy dietary practices (Moore et al., 2008).

Recreational facility and park data were collected between
April 2003 and June 2004 using a combination of online searches,
phone calls verifying and collecting resources, and reviewing
information published by planning and park authorities. The data
included street address, whether the facility was publicly
accessible, and if a fee was associated with use. The type and
quantity of physical activities available were also collected, with a
total of 48 types of unique activities identified (Diez Roux et al.,
2007). Though these data were collected together, recreational
facilities and parks are hypothesized to be patterned differently in
space and are therefore treated as separate resources in this
analysis.

The final health-related resource examined was retail area,
which has been shown to be associated with walking
trips (Rodriguez et al., 2009). Retail areas were identified from
parcel-based land use and zoning data acquired from local
planning authorities. The level of detail across sites varied greatly,
as zoning codes in some sites broke down the general category of
‘‘retail’’ into numerous smaller categories. For this analysis, we
collapsed categories of retail into a single general category that is
comparable across all three sites. Because the distinction between
current and planned land use was not always clear, all parcels
zoned for retail use were considered retail.

Densities of all four health-related resources were estimated
with a fixed kernel smoothing method, allowing for measurement
of continuous resource densities over the entire area of each site
(Gatrell et al., 1996). Kernel estimation gives more weight to
resources that are near to each focal location, while allowing all
resources within a given radius to exert some influence. We
estimated resource densities within 0.5 miles of all 100 m�100
m grid cells inside the study areas. Cell-level densities were
averaged to the block-group level to obtain a summary measure
of density for each block group. This approach of averaging
densities for all cells over a given geographic area to provide an
estimate of geographic accessibility of resources for definable
spatial units has been previously used (Guagliardo, 2004).

These densities are not limited by block group boundaries, but
instead reflect the range of resources reachable beyond the
boundaries. In order to avoid boundary problems, we analyzed
only block groups for which we had data coverage for at least 0.5
miles beyond their boundaries. We chose a 0.5 mile radius
because it is small enough to limit the analysis to resources within
a reasonable walking distance and large enough to likely include a
selection of resources in each of our widely varied sites. We used
straight-line distance, instead of network distance, because the
quality of road network data (necessary to calculate network
distances) varied by site and would have limited site comparisons.

Because population density affects resource density, we
analyzed both raw densities of resources per square mile and
‘‘population-density-adjusted’’ densities of resources per 10,000
people. To adjust for population density, we divided the raw
resource density kernel by a separate population density kernel
and averaged the cell scores to the block-group level. Additionally,
park and recreational facility densities were weighted by the
number of activities available, such that parks or facilities with
more activities were weighted higher. In the case of parks,
activities available were assumed to be spread out evenly
over space.
2.1. Statistical analyses

All analyses were site-specific. We calculated resource counts
and block-group level densities (raw and population-density-
adjusted). We quantified spatial clustering of resource densities
with the Pearson correlation coefficients, after transforming mean
densities into standard deviation units. We quantified spatial
autocorrelation of block-group level densities with the Moran’s I

statistic. This statistic was calculated on raw resource densities
and on residuals from univariate standard regression models with
resource densities as a function of area-level race/ethnicity. For
these Moran’s I calculations and all subsequent spatial regression
models, we employed a queen’s first-order weight matrix, which
treats all block groups that share a border as neighbors.

We examined the association of resources with area race/
ethnicity in two ways. Each block group was classified according
to whether it was in the lowest site-specific quartile (low resource
density) for zero, one, or two or more resource densities. We then
calculated the percentage of people of each race/ethnicity who
live in block groups with low access to zero, one, or two or
more resources. These analyses included only three resources



Table 1
Selected area and resource characteristics by site.

Baltimore Winston-Salem New York City

Demographics
Area in square miles 158.3 208.5 16.4

Block groups 737 169 815

Population 818,501 245,028 1,405,255

Black 53.1% 29.2% 24.0%

Hispanic 1.9% 7.2% 45.5%

Countsa

Supermarkets 69 35 73

Produce stores 17 4 80

Retail area in square miles 18.9 0.7 1.1

Recreational facilities 142 98 152

Parks 132 67 119

Densitiesb

Supermarkets/produce stores 1.0/1.1 0.3/51.1 9.9/31.3

Retail areas of 100 m2 25.0/61.6 1.0/200 383/1304

Recreational facility activities 3.3/7.4 3.2/455 26.9/84.3

Park activities 5.1/5.9 3.3/435 31.6/122

Health opportunitiesc 5.0/8.7 5.0/801 20.4/65.5

a The counts include total resources located within the final set of block groups

analyzed. The count of resources analyzed is slightly larger than the counts

reported here, because the analysis is based on all resources within 1/2 mile buffer

of the analysis area.
b Resource densities are based on kernels with 0.5 mile radius. Mean block-

group densities are reported per square mile/per 10,000 people.
c Health opportunities were created by scaling and equally combining

supermarkets/produce store, retail area, and recreational facility activity densities.
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(supermarkets/produce stores, recreational facility activities, and
retail areas) because the park activity density was not strongly
correlated with the other resources. A separate category for the
Hispanic people was not analyzed in sites other than New York
City because of the small Hispanic population in those sites.

Second, we examined associations of area race/ethnic
composition with resource densities with traditional and spatial
regression models using the GeoDa (Anselin et al., 2006). Two
types of spatial regression models (spatial lag and spatial error)
were used in the analysis because of high spatial autocorrelation
in the residuals of the standard models. In the spatial lag model,
the outcome is modeled as a function of the independent variable
(xi) and weighted neighboring values of the dependent variable
(rwiyi).

yi ¼ b0þb1xiþrwiyiþei

In this analysis, block-group level resource densities were
modeled as a function of block-group race and densities of health-
related resources in neighboring block groups. The dependent
variable (yi) was either a single resource density or a combination
of multiple resource densities. The independent variable (xi) was
block group percent black (and additionally percent Hispanic in
New York City). The b1 coefficient was interpreted as the
association of race/ethnic composition with resource density after
controlling for neighboring block-group resource density. Rho (r)
captures the association of neighboring and local block-group
resource access and therefore accounts for the spatial autocorre-
lation in the independent variable. The use of an interpretable
spatial lag term (r) treats spatial autocorrelation as a phenom-
enon of interest. Significantly positive spatial lag terms indicate
that local areas with high dependent variable values have
neighbors with high dependent variable values.

In the spatial error model, spatial autocorrelation is treated as
a confounder rather than a phenomenon of interest. The model
has separate error terms for the spatial uncorrelated errors (ei)
and for spatially correlated errors (lwixi). The parameter l
describes the extent to which the errors are correlated with each
other, given the weighting scheme wi. The beta coefficients are
interpreted the same way.

yi ¼ b0þb1xiþlwixiþei

We contrasted both spatial models because both have some
theoretical justification in our research problem. It is reasonable
to expect that some portion of resource density is a function of
neighboring area characteristics, suggesting that the spatial lag
model that incorporates surrounding block-group densities as a
predictor would appropriately capture the key underlying spatial
processes. But it is also true that some of the spatial autocorrela-
tion was introduced by calculation of the kernel densities
themselves, suggesting a spatial error model to treat autocorrela-
tion as a nuisance. Since the impact of surrounding areas on the
local area is of scientific interest, but it is also partially due to
spatial dependencies introduced by our methods; we report
results from both types of spatial regression models.

The contextual effects of local block-group race/ethnicity and
neighboring block-group race/ethnicity were calculated using
different independent variables in two sets of models. In the first
set of models, the independent variable was local-area (i.e., block
group) percent black (in New York City we also included percent
Hispanic). In the second set of models, the independent variable
was the average of the local block group racial composition and
the racial composition of neighboring block groups (those sharing
a border with the local black-group). High correlations between
local and surrounding block-group race/ethnicity precluded
including them as separate covariates in the same model, hence
the weighted average was used as a single term. Comparison of
the local-area versus local and neighborhood averaged models
allowed us to assess the importance of features of both local and
surrounding areas in shaping health opportunity patterns.

After modeling the association of race/ethnicity with each
individual resource, we combined three individual resource
densities (supermarkets/produce stores, recreational facility
activities, and retail areas) as a measure of health opportunity
and modeled it as a function of area race/ethnicity. In the absence
of empirical data on the relative importance of each resource for
health, we opted to scale each resource density score to the same
1–100 range and combine them with equal weighting.
3. Results

Table 1 shows selected characteristics by site. New York City
was the smallest site by land area, but the largest site by
population. New York City had more health-related resources
than the other sites except for retail area, which was more
plentiful in Baltimore. As a result of high resource counts and
small area, raw resource densities per square mile were highest in
the New York City. For example, there were 9.9 supermarkets/
produce markets per square mile in New York City, compared to
1.0 in Baltimore and 0.3 in Winston-Salem. New York City had
383 100 m2 retail areas per square mile, compared to 25.0 in
Baltimore and 1.0 in Winston-Salem. There were 26.9 recreational
facility activities per square mile in New York City, compared to
3.3 in Baltimore and 3.2 in Winston-Salem. Similarly, there were
31.6 park activities per square mile in New York City, compared to
5.1 in Baltimore and 3.3 in Winston-Salem.

After adjustment for population density, Winston-Salem had
more supermarkets/produce markets (51.1 per 10,000 people),
retail areas (200), recreational facilities (455), and park activities
(435) than New York City or Baltimore. Baltimore consistently had
the fewest resources per 10,000 people. Because availability of
resources is often correlated with population density, and because
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there were no stark differences between regression models
using unadjusted or adjusted resource densities, we report the
results from models with population-density-adjusted resource
densities.

The Pearson’s correlation coefficients comparing population-
density-adjusted resource densities were mostly positive across
all three sites, though they ranged from �0.03 to 0.62 (Table 2).
The highest correlation was observed for retail area and
recreational facility activities in Baltimore (r¼0.62) and no
correlation at all was observed for park activities and retail area
in Baltimore (r¼0.00). Most correlations were statistically
significant at the po0.01 level, with the exception of park
activity density, which was not significantly correlated with any
other density except recreational facility activities in Winston-
Salem. Because our interest was in spatial clustering of resources,
and because park density appeared to have a very different spatial
pattern from the other resources, parks were omitted from further
analyses.

With the exception of supermarket/produce stores and retail
densities in Winston-Salem, residuals from standard linear
regression models revealed statistically significant spatial auto-
correlation (Table 2). For all resources, spatial autocorrelation in
the residuals was consistently highest in the New York City
(Moran’s I range from 0.76 to 0.92), intermediate in Baltimore
(0.06–0.32) and lowest in Winston-Salem (0.01–0.24). The highest
spatial correlation was observed for retail areas in New York
City (0.92) and the lowest was observed for retail areas in
Winston-Salem (0.01).

In each site, more blacks than whites reside in block groups
with two or three low resource densities (36% vs 19% in Baltimore,
28% vs 23% in Winston-Salem, and 31% vs 12% in New York City).
More whites, as compared to blacks, reside in block groups
without any low resource densities (45% vs 35%, 37% vs 30%, and
58% vs 28%). Hispanics in New York City showed similar patterns
to blacks (Fig. 1).

The low Moran’s I statistics for Baltimore and Winston-Salem
spatial model residuals indicated that nearly all of the spatial
autocorrelation in the resource densities were accounted for
(Table 3). Results for spatial error and spatial lag models were
generally similar. In Baltimore and Winston-Salem, higher local
Table 2
The Pearson correlations between block group population-density-adjusted resource d

Pearson’s correlation coefficientsa

Retail area Rec f

Baltimore
Supermarket/produce store 0.50nn 0.09n

Retail area – 0.62n

Recreational facility activities – –

Park activities – –

Winston-Salem
Supermarket/produce store 0.18n 0.20n

Retail area – 0.13

Recreational facility activities – –

Park activities – –

New York City
Supermarket/produce store 0.26nn 0.45n

Retail area – 0.26n

Recreational facility activities – –

Park activities – –

a Correlation coefficients are based on comparisons of densities after standard dev
b Statistical significance of the Moran’s I statistics indicates spatial autocorrelation i

densities.
n p-Value of o .05.
nn p-Value of o .01.
black population was associated with lower population-density-
adjusted supermarket/produce store, retail area, and recreational
facility activity densities. The differences were statistically
significant only for retail areas (in spatial lag models mean
difference of �57.3 retail areas per 10,000 people [95% confidence
interval �87.0 and �27.6] for each 1% increase in black
population), recreational facilities activities (�13.3 per 10,000
people [�21.4 and �5.2]), and the summary health opportunities
score (�9.6 per 10,000 people [�14.3 and �5.0]) in Baltimore
and supermarkets/produce stores (�55.4 per 10,000 people
[�104 and �6.5]) and health opportunities (�633 per 10,000
people [�1221 and �46.3]) in Winston-Salem. Spatial lag terms
were statistically significant in all models except supermarkets/
produce store density in Winston-Salem (in the spatial lag
model). For all model types and health resources, except
recreational facility activity density in Winston-Salem,
associations were stronger when we modeled the average of the
local and neighboring area race/ethnicity as the independent
variable, as compared to models with only local race/ethnicity.
The statistical significance did not change.

In contrast to Baltimore and Winston-Salem models, the
relatively high Moran’s I statistics in the New York City models
suggest residual spatial autocorrelation; so results must be
interpreted with caution (Table 4). In the spatial lag models,
larger percent black population at the block-group level was
generally associated with lower resource densities, although
the relationship was only statistically significant for
supermarkets/produce stores (�3.0 stores per 10,000 people
[�4.9,�1.1] in spatial lag model). The spatial error model showed
associations in a similar direction with the exception of
recreational facility activities, which were positively rather than
negatively associated with percent black, although confidence
intervals for both model types were wide. In general, inverse
associations were stronger for the spatial error models than the
spatial lag models. The relationship between Hispanic population
and resource density was less clear. In the spatial lag models,
recreational facility activity density was inversely associated with
local percent Hispanic (�8.6 per 10,000 people [�14.0,�3.2])
and local/surrounding percent Hispanic (�10.2 [�16.1, �4.2]),
but no associations were observed in the corresponding
ensities and spatial autocorrelation for each density by site.

Moran’s Ib

acility activities Park activities

�0.01 0.17nn

n
�0.01 0.32nn

0.00 0.06nn

– 0.19nn

n 0.01 0.08

0.04 0.01

0.55nn 0.24nn

– 0.17nn

n
�0.03 0.83nn

n 0.01 0.92nn

�0.03 0.81nn

– 0.76nn

iation standardization.

n the residuals of traditional linear models with race/ethnicity predicting resource



Table 3
Mean differences in resource densities associated with block-group race/ethnic composition and residual correlation by site as estimated from spatial lag and spatial error

regression models: results for Baltimore and Winston-Salem.

Spatial model type Local racial contexta Local+neighbor racial contextb

%Black [95% CI] r c Moran’s I d %Black [95% CI] r c Moran’s I d

Baltimore
Supermarkets and produce stores Lag �0.4 [�0.9,0.1] 0.4nn 0.00 �0.5 [�1.0,0.0] 0.3nn 0.00

Error �0.5 [�1.2,0.2] na 0.00 �0.7 [�1.5, 0.1] na 0.00

Retail areas of 100 m2 Lag �57.3 [�87.0,�27.6]nn 0.6nn
�0.01 �64.0 [�96.0, �32.0]nn 0.6nn

�0.01

Error �90.3 [�143,�37.2]nn na �0.01 �124 [�187,�61.9]nn na 0.00

Recreational facility activities Lag �13.3 [�21.4,�5.2]n 0.2n 0.00 �14.0 [�22.6,�5.3]n 0.2n 0.00

Error �15.6 [�24.9,�6.2]n na 0.00 �16.7 [�26.7,�6.6]n na 0.00

Health opportunities Lag �9.6 [�14.3,�5.0]nn 0.4nn 0.00 �10.8 [�15.8,�5.7]nn 0.4nn 0.00

Error �13.2 [�19.9,�6.6]nn na 0.00 �16.1 [�23.5,�8.8]nn na 0.00

Winston-Salem
Supermarkets and produce stores Lag �55.4 [�104,�6.5]n 0.2 0.00 �63.3 [�119,�7.4]n 0.2 0.00

Error �64.2 [�120,�8.4]n na 0.00 �76.2 [�141,�11.2]n na 0.00

Retail areas of 100 m2 Lag �133 [�351,84.7] 0.0 0.00 �172 [�420,75.9] 0.0 0.00

Error �135 [�354,83.8] na 0.00 �174 [�421,73.4] na 0.00

Recreational facility activities Lag �247 [�707,212] 0.6nn 0.04 �243 [�764,277] 0.6nn 0.04

Error �455 [�1200,291] na 0.04 �537 [�1538,464] na 0.04

Health opportunities Lag �633 [�1221,�46.3]n 0.3n 0.01 �722 [�1394,�49.5]n 0.3n 0.01

Error �807 [�1555,�58.7]n na 0.01 �995 [�1893,�96.6]n na 0.01

a Local racial context is modeled with local percent black as the independent variable.
b Local+neighbor racial context is modeled with an independent variable that incorporates local percent black and percent black in surrounding block groups.
c r¼The spatial lag term representing the association of the weighted average of race in neighboring block groups on the outcome.
d These Moran’s I statistics are calculated in GeoDa without assessing statistical significance.
n p-Value of o .05.
nn p-Value of o .01.

45%
35% 37%

30%

58%

28% 26%

37%

29%

40%

42%

30%

41%
39%

19%

36%

23%
28%

12%

31% 34%

White Black White Black White Black

          Baltimore                        Winston-Salem                                  New York City 

0 low resource densities 1 low resource density 2 or 3 low resource densities

Hispanic

Fig. 1. Percent of residents by block-group level resource densities and by race/ethnicity.
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spatial error models. In the New York City, no consistent
differences emerged when comparing models with only
local race/ethnicity to those with local and neighboring race/
ethnicity.
4. Discussion

Overall, our results from three diverse U.S. cities show that
health-related resources are not randomly distributed across



Table 4
Mean differences in resource densities associated with block-group race/ethnic composition and residual correlation by site as estimated from spatial lag and spatial error

regression models: results for New York City.

Spatial

model

type

Local racial contexta Local+neighbor racial contextb

%Black

[95% CI]

%Hisp

[95% CI]

r c Moran’s Id %Black

[95% CI]

%Hisp

[95% CI]

r c Moran’s Id

New York City
Supermarkets and Lag �3.0 [�4.9,–1.1]nn �0.4 [�2.0,1.1] 1.0nn 0.13 �2.8 [�4.8,�0.7]nn �0.6 [�2.3,1.0] 1.0nn 0.13

produce stores Error �8.1 [�14.2,�1.1]nn 0.01 [�5.1,5.1] na 0.12 �26.7 [�39.1,�14.3]nn �3.9 [�14.1,6.3] na 0.12

Retail areas of 100 m2 Lag �9.1 [�54.1,35.9] 25.0 [�14.4,64.4] 1.0nn 0.22 0.4 [�47.1,47.9] 18.3 [�23.3,59.9] 1.0nn 0.22

Error �109 [�263,45.5] 74.4 [�54.4,203] na 0.21 �306 [�634,21.2] 234 [�33.1,502] na 0.21

Recreational facility Lag �1.8 [�7.6,2.9] �8.6 [�14.0,�3.2]nn 1.0nn 0.16 �2.0 [�8.0,4.1] �10.2 [�16.1,�4.2]nn 1.0nn 0.16

activities Error 6.8 [�12.5,26.1] 3.4 [�12.7,19.6] na 0.15 12.5 [�28.7,53.8] �2.0 [�35.7,31.7] na 0.15

Health Opportunities Lag �2.2 [�4.6,0.3] �0.5 [�2.6,1.6] 1.0nn 0.17 �1.7 [�4.3,0.9] �1.1 [�3.3,1.1] 1.0nn 0.17

Error �6.0 [�14.2,2.2] 4.3 [�2.5,11.2] na 0.16 �21.8 [�39.1,�4.5]n 8.2 [�5.9,22.4] na 0.16

a Local racial context is modeled with local percent black as the independent variable.
b Local+neighbor racial context is modeled with an independent variable that incorporates local percent black and percent black in surrounding block groups.
c r¼The spatial lag term representing the association of the weighted average of race in neighboring block groups on the outcome.
d These Moran’s I statistics are calculated in GeoDa without assessing statistical significance.
n p-Value of o .05.
nn p-Value of o .01.
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space. There was evidence of significant spatial clustering of
resources, although the strength of this clustering varied across
sites and resources. Three of the four resource densities (super-
markets/produce stores, retail areas, and recreational facilities)
tended to be correlated with each other, whereas park activity
density was less consistently and sometimes negatively
correlated with the others. There was also evidence of a spatial
association between resources and area race/ethnic composition:
in all three sites, blacks were more likely to live in block groups
with multiple low resource densities. In Baltimore and
Winston-Salem, spatial regression models showed that block
groups with higher proportions of black residents tended to have
lower supermarkets/produce, retail, and recreational facility
densities, although these associations did not always achieve
statistical significance. A measure that combined local and
neighboring block group racial composition was a stronger
predictor of resources than the local measure in these two sites.
Results for New York City were generally consistent but more
variable, possibly due to stronger spatial clustering of resources.
In contrast to results for black residents, the percent of Hispanic
residents was not consistently associated with resource density in
the New York City.

The preponderance of research on health-related features of
the built environment has found that single resource types such
as supermarkets (Moore and Diez Roux, 2006; Zenk et al., 2006) or
parks, and recreational facilities (Diez Roux et al., 2007; Moore
et al., 2008; Abercrombie et al., 2008) are unequally distributed in
space, with fewer resources found in minority neighborhoods. Our
results showed clustering of three resources in space, resulting in
important geographic differences in multiple resources simulta-
neously. Parks, however, did not follow the same pattern. This
may be related to the historical evolution of residential segrega-
tion at the sites we studied, whereby both resource rich and
resource poor areas are located adjacent to parks. It is important
to note that we examined only park activity locations, not the
quality of parks. It is plausible that park quality is patterned
similarly to other resources, even if park location is not. Other
research has suggested that park quality differs in low income and
minority areas, even when park area does not (Smoyer-Tomic
et al., 2004).
We found that more blacks and Hispanics live in areas with
more low resource densities as compared to whites. The results
from our regression models also showed that densities of
supermarkets/produce stores, retail areas, and recreational facility
activities were associated with area race/ethnicity, although the
strength and significance of these associations varied by site.
Overall, these results are consistent with other work investigating
associations of race/ethnic composition with each of the resources
individually (Moore and Diez Roux, 2006; Zenk et al., 2005; Zenk
et al., 2006; Galvez et al., 2008; Morland and Filomena, 2007;
Morland et al., 2002; Moore et al., 2008; Gordon-Larsen et al.,
2006; Powell et al., 2006). We add to this work by showing that
similar patterns are present for multiple resource measures, and
that minority areas are more likely to be disadvantaged in
multiple resources, as observed in Fig. 1. In addition, we also
showed that these associations are not invariant, as illustrated by
differences in the magnitude and direction of associations
of resources with percent black and percent Hispanic in New
York City.

We also investigated association with a summary measure of
health opportunities. In each site, there was evidence that this
summary score was often more strongly associated with race/ethnic
composition than single resource scores. In both Baltimore and
Winston-Salem, a greater percentage of black residents were
consistently and significantly associated with a lower health
opportunities score, even when individual resources were not. In
addition, at all three sites, clear differences across areas emerged
when disadvantage across multiple resources was considered. If
multiple resources act synergistically to affect health, the clustering
of multiple types of disadvantage in space could have important
implications on health inequities. Future attempts at quantifying
health opportunities should examine multiple resources and may
need to examine different weighting schemes for combining
resource densities. Ideally, these weights should be based on the
relative importance of different types of resources for health.

This analysis also provides some evidence that a combination
of local and neighboring area characteristics could be a better
predictor of health-related resource densities than local char-
acteristics alone. In nearly every model in each site, the
magnitude of the association between race/ethnicity and resource
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access was stronger when the surrounding area was included.
These results suggest that highly segregated areas (i.e., areas
surrounded by other segregated areas) are most likely to lack
resources. This finding suggests future research may need to
consider the impact of more than just local contextual factors.

A strength of this analysis is the examination of the clustering
of disadvantage in multiple resources. The use of kernel densities
to characterize resource available allows a more flexible and
realistic representation of proximity to resource (by giving some
weight to resources located in a buffer around block group
borders) than the calculation of simple densities for geographic
units. Other researchers are utilizing similar methods and calling
for further investigations into access to multiple resources (Pearce
et al., 2006). An additional strength is the use of two types of
spatial regression models to account for spatial dependencies in
the data. Though we only report results from models with queen’s
first-order contiguity weights, we also ran models with three
other weighting schemes and found no difference in the results.
Spatial autocorrelation is a constant threat to the validity of
spatial analyses and our use of kernel densities likely introduced
additional spatial autocorrelation. The use of spatial regression
models was appropriate in two sites, but residual spatial
autocorrelation in the New York City suggests the scale of the
relationships is finer than we can resolve with this analysis.
Future analyses may benefit from the use of site-specific buffer
sizes or adaptive kernel sizes that are small enough to capture
spatial differences in built environments and flexible enough to
reduce variance in the densities (Gatrell et al., 1996).

A limitation of this analysis is that we considered only
resource location and not quality. Additionally, the use of retail
zoning land-use data as a proxy for local walkable destinations
may mean that we included undesirable or empty retail areas. We
attempted to account for some variation in resource quality by
including only large chain supermarkets and weighting recrea-
tional facilities and parks by number of activities on site, but
additional steps could be taken in the future with richer datasets.
An additional concern is that proximity to resources alone may be
insufficient to affect healthy behaviors, and other factors such as
crime/safety or other social attributes may be more relevant that
resources or may interact with resources in shaping resource use
as well as healthy behaviors. This analysis also treats all resources
with equal importance. Some previous work has ranked resources
according to their value for specifically defined populations(Wit-
ten et al., 2003) and future work should move in this direction as
empirical data of the relative value of different types of resources
for different populations or outcomes becomes available. Our
health opportunities summary measure is therefore an important
starting point but certainly not a complete or comprehensive
measure of all local features potentially relevant to health.

Our sites were also not selected to be representative of the
general population and future analyses should examine how
resources cluster in other contexts and within geographic units
other than block groups. In the absence of theory or empirical
data linking a particular buffer size and health effects, we chose
0.5 mile buffers as a plausibly uniform walkable distance across
three very different sites. Future refinements of our approach may
include tailoring the buffer densities based on their importance to
resource use and healthy behaviors. These analyses may also
benefit from employing network rather than straight-line dis-
tances for constructing densities, as well as consideration of
barriers to movement such as highways or bodies of water.

The absence of many health-related resources could have
potentially synergistic effects on the residents of an area. Future
work needs to more closely examine the clustering of these and
other health-related resources, and then attempt to link these
patterns to health behaviors and outcomes. These analyses may
need to take into account the numerous other factors that may
modify the impact of resources such as social environment
features (e.g. crime rates, perception of safety, social cohesion,
etc.) as well as cost and quality of resources.

Despite some limitations in the resource measures, our results
clearly demonstrate that resources are not randomly distributed
across space and that disadvantage in multiple resources cluster
with local and surrounding area race/ethnic characteristics. These
results highlight the importance of addressing these resource
differences in order to reduce disparities in behaviors and other
outcomes linked to resources.
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